Via Quintino Sella 31 - 90139 Palermo - Tel. 0916250309 - Fax 0917659740
e-mail negozio@quattrobajocchi.com

38th online and mail order auction
14 december 2021 - Start at 4 pm - I session from the lot 1 to 445
15 June 2021 - Start at 3 pm - II session from the lot 446 to 1239

VISION OF THE LOTS
The lots will be visible at our headquarters from 6 december 2021,
Monday to Friday 10.00 - 13.00 and 16.00 - 19.00 by appointment.
Catalog manager - For information of any kind and batch assignment, please contact Vincenzo Di Pasquale,
speaks english and french.
Orders by fax and e-mail - Orders by fax and e-mail must be sent by 13.00 on 14 december 2021.

Symbols and abbreviations
MNH - Nuovo gomma integra - Mint never hinged
G - Nuovo gomma integra - Mint never hinged
MH - Nuovo con linguella o traccia di essa - Mint hinged
Z - Nuovo con linguella o traccia di essa - Mint hinged
s.g. - Senza gomma - without gum
G/Z - Nuovo con linguella e senza - Mint hinged, never hinged
U - Usato - Used
L - Lettera - Cover
P.A. - Posta aerea - Air mail
Ex - Espresso - Express mail
Tax/St - Segnatasse - Postage due
C/ - Certificato da - Certified to
F/ - Firmato da - Signed to

AD - Alberto Diena
ED - Enzo Diena
RD - Raffaele Diena
Bio - Gino Biondi
Caf - Egidio Caffaz
Chia - Giovanni Chiavarello
RAY - Maurizio Raybaudi
Sav - Savarese Oliva
Sor - Sorani

On request, we send photos and videos by e-mail of all the lots
in the catalog.
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Dear friends and customers,
				
I am pleased to present you a catalog consisting of 1,239 lots, very
assorted, because you will find inside, in addition to the usual chapters dedicated to philately
and numismatics, an interesting selection of prints and engravings, antiques, vintage, photographs, brocanterie, watches, together with a nice chapter of medals with some rarities. There
is also the “Mario Collection” from lot n. 1 to no. 90 - On 14 December at 4.00 pm we will
disperse the collection of paintings, art objects and philatelics of a Sicilian collector; collected
in fifty years of research on the national and international market.
As usual, the catalog is published on our website www. quattrobajocchi.com where there is an
edition in Italian and English with at least one image per lot, or connect directly to our website
where the two auction sessions will take place; https://live4b.bidinside.com you will find images and videos of the lots that will also be published on our YouTube channel.
Participation can take place as always with the order form or directly from home with your PCTablet - Smartphone.
Do not hesitate to ask us for photographs or videos of the lots of your interest, they will be sent
by e-mail or via Whatsapp.
Thanks for your attention and I wish you good reading.							
			Vincenzo Di Pasquale

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

13 december 2021 start at 4 pm - I session, lots 1 - 445
14 december 2021 start 4 pm - II session, lots 446 - 1239

Live internet auction
https://live4b.bidinside.com
Registration is required before participation.
Or send your order by e-mail to
negozio@quattrobajocchi.com
or by fax at +390917659740
before 1pm on 14 December 2021.
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Selling conditions
1 - All the material offered is guaranteed authentic and without hidden defects, unless otherwise indicated. For the photographed lots,
the photo is decisive for what concerns margins, perforation, centering and cancellation. The most important copies and series are
signed or provided with a photographic guarantee certificate from the most famous philatelic experts.
The numbering, for philately, refers to the Sassone catalog for Italy and the Italian area, to the Yvert et Tellier and Unified catalogs
for Europe and to the Yvert et Tellier for overseas. For the numismatics catalog Gigante. The reference to other catalogs will be
specifically indicated.
2 - The published photographs are decisive for the centering, perforation, margins and any possible visible defect.
3 - The offers by correspondence will be inserted in the order of arrival on the website and will participate together with those online,
the offers will be anonymous to protect the privacy of the offerer, if you want you can follow the progress of your offers online . We
decline all responsibility for delays, missed connections or connections and / or malfunctions of the online service.
Offers are not accepted subject to a surcharge, or “at best” or similar, the amount written in the order form will follow the
predetermined steps in the program with a trend from 5% to 10% maximum; in the event of a tie, the one made first wins, and
cumulative offers for multiple lots cannot be accepted.
Complaints due to negligence or error in compiling written offers or those made on the website will not be accepted.
4 - The Quattrobajocchi Philately reserves the right to withdraw and add lots as well as the right to refuse an offer.
The hammer price will be increased by 20% for each lot awarded, I.V.A. including. Example: hammer price € 100 + € 20 surcharge =
€ 120, excluding postage.
5 - Payment must be made upon delivery of the lots for mail order buyers within 7 days of receipt of the invoice by bank
transfer to:
Filatelia Quattrobajocchi IBAN IT29V 05387 04600 00003 5223329 - BPER Banca - Palermo
It is possible to pay with Paypal or credit card via Paypal to filatelia@quattrobajocchi.com with an increase of the total
amount of 3.5%, or in cash within the limits of the law.
If the buyer has not yet paid the balance due after 15 days of receipt, Filatelia Quattrobajocchi reserves, according to its free
appreciation, the following rights or legal actions:
a: terminate the sale without further notice to the buyer;
b: proceed with the sale of the lots mentioned above
c: to take any legal way to recover one’s credit;
6 - Any payment extensions may be granted on the basis of any agreements that must in any case be formalized before the expiry of
the sale.
7 - Once payment has been made, the lots may be shipped by SDA courier in Italy, or by other means requested by the buyer at his
own risk and expense, being exempt from any liability with the delivery of the shipping receipt made by the requested means. Unless
otherwise specified, shipments will be made by Italian Post by conventional insured.
For large lots, the related costs will be communicated from time to time.
8 - We reserve the right to accept or refuse the request for “extensions”. However, it should be noted that “extensions” are not
accepted for lots in the description of which the catalog mentions that they are accompanied by a photographic certificate. It is
also specified that any granting of “extensions” does not change the payment terms referred to in point 5.
9 - The buyer has the right to be assisted at his own expense by appraisers and experts before the auction, especially for the
“Mario Collection”, “Antiques, vintage” and “Lots and collections” chapters. Any complaints must be made at the delivery
of the lots for those who collect on site, whether they are agents or commission agents. For buyers by post (mail order offers)
complaints must be received within 15 days of shipment. Complaints for the philately and numismatics sectors will be taken into
consideration only in the event that, in the opinion of two well-known experts, the lot is not original or is substantially different from
our description.
10 - We reserves the right to ask participants for information on their personal details and bank references, as well as the right to
refuse the offer
11 - By sending their purchase order, the buyer fully accepts all the conditions of sale listed above. The Court of Palermo (Italy) is
competent for any controversy.

COMPLAINTS ARE NOT ACCEPTED:
For collections or accumulations of any kind; for lots of stamps declared defective or of mixed quality; for heterogeneous batches of
stamps not individually described; for lots explicitly described with the clause “to be examined”, for all stamps accompanied by
a photographic certificate mentioned in the description of the catalog, for all lots in free offer or starting price € 1.
Given the heterogeneity, the different composition, the varying quality of the lots, disputes are not accepted for all lots in the
chapters “Mario Collection” “Antiques, vintage” and “Lots and collections”, before the auction the buyer has the possibility
to be assisted by appraisers or expert (see n. 9 conditions of sale), any catalog prices in these chapters are those declared by the
customers, therefore they are to be considered indicative but not decisive for the description of the lot.

On request, we send photos and videos by email or
Whatsapp of all the lots in the catalog.
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Fax +390917659740 e-mail negozio@quattrobajocchi.com
14/15 december 2021 - On-line and mail order auction - n. 38
Orders by correspondence, fax or e-mail must be sent by 14/12/2021 before 1.00 pm.
Esteemed company Filatelia Quattrobajocchi
Via Quintino Sella 31
90139 Palermo
Under your conditions of sale, which I declare to know and approve, please proceed to purchase on my behalf
the lots listed below, at the price next to each of them indicated (excluding postage and auction fees of 20%).
Lot n°

Description

Price

Lot n°

Description

Price

I wish to receive the lots at my expense with shipping by:
- For Italy, conventionally insured with SDA courier - € 9.00 flat rate. I am aware that SDA does not insure the items for sale in this auction, therefore the shipment will be at my total risk. For Europe € 20.00 other destinations will be communicated the price.
- For large lots: Courier - € 15.00 flat rate per package for Italy, for abroad the price will be communicated.
- Iwiil pay by: £ Bank transfer £ PayPal to filatelia@quattrobajocchi.com (with a 3.5% surcharge).

* Name and surname ........................................................................................................
* Addres ...................................................................................................................

Signature
.......................................................

By signing this form I accept all the conditions
of sale of the catalog as well as the processing
of personal data for the purpose of managing
the auction and related communications, in* VAT Code. ......................................................................................................
cluding registration on the website and newsletter, in compliance with the Privacy Law
n° 675 / 96 and subsequent amendments. I am
aware that I can request cancellation at any
Tel. ........................
Fax ........................
*e-mail ......................................... time.

* Town ..................................................................

ZIP ........................
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